**SANDPULL PRO**

The Smart Hand Screed Systems from PROBST

**SCREED STANDING - NOT ON YOUR KNEES!**

The **SANDPULL PRO Adjustable** series from PROBST is the improved way to increase crew efficiency, comfort and safety. The latest profile design can accommodate the ExtensionKIT for adjustable screed widths. The different systems allow one person to screed between 3' - 7.5' or 7.5' - 10' (.9 - 2.3 meters or 2.3 - 3 meters).

Using your existing screed rails, edge restraint, *(PAVE EDGE)* or curbing, you can screed the job faster and with more accuracy. Made of lightweight hollow core extruded aluminum the **SANDPULL PRO** will not lift off the screed rails when material is building up in front and will not sag or bend under load.

The three dimensional handle allows the operator to change the angle of the profile on the screed rails without the need to bend over. It also allows the operator to use the weight of his body to exert force in every position by just using leg muscles. Screed in both directions by swinging the handle over the top to the other side.

---

**SANDPULL PRO 7.5/10 Adjustable Screed System**

Includes: 7.5’ Aluminum Head with Handle & ExtensionKIT (adds up to 2.5 ft.)

Part Number: 022305  Weight: 50 lb. (22.6 kg.)

**SANDPULL PRO 7.5 Wide Screed**

Includes: 7.5’ Aluminum Head with Handle

* Same as the **SANDPULL PRO 7.5/10** without the ExtensionKIT

Part Number: 51000046  Weight: 35 lb. (16 kg.)

---

**SANDPULL PRO 3/7.5 Adjustable Screed System**

Includes: 3’ & 5’ Aluminum Heads with Handle & ExtensionKIT (adds up to 2.5 ft.)

Part Number: 022303  Weight: 40 lb. (18 kg.)

**SANDPULL PRO 5 Wide Screed**

Includes: 5’ Aluminum Head & Handle

* Purchase with the ExtensionKIT to make it adjustable from 5 ft.- 7.5 ft.

Part Number: 51000045  Weight: 22 lb. (10 kg.)

---

**CURBKIT II Adjustable Curb Height Guide**

Set of 2 (left & right), use with any of the **SANDPULL PRO**’s for screeding off curbs.

Part Number: 022301  Weight: 8 lb. (3.6 kg.)
Directions for using the SandPull Pro

Pull

Lift and Pull
Screed until full, lift & float
Pull excess further back

Push Back
Slide up over excess then screed again

The SandPull helps make the sand screeding process faster and easier. The 30" wide, 2-sided head works two ways. One side is used to pull back excess sand to where it will be needed next during the screening process. It is more efficient then a shovel and makes things much easier on the screed operator(s). The other rounded side is used for filling in screed pipe marks and for touch-up after the dog or the home owner walks across your project. The SandPull is the perfect width and weight to float on top of the screed sand. After removing your screed pipes, add some sand to the void and pull the SandPull across the top. It will ride on the screeded sand and screed off your filled void. This greatly reduces the amount of time spent on your knees with trowel.

Handle Length: 6'  
Part Number: 022202  
Head Width: 30"  
Weight: 4 lb. (1.8 kg.)

EXTRACTION KIT (included with the SandPull Pro 3/7.5 & 7.5/10)
Part Number: 41000164  
Weight: 10 lb. (4.6 kg.)

Adds up to 2.5’ screed width to the SandPull Pro 5 or 7.5.
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